
Sierra Nevada Canoe and Kayak Club 
 

TRIP PARTICIPANTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

 
Before the trip 
 
 Contact the leader for trip information and sign up if skills match trip specifics. 
 Contact the leader if you have signed up and later need to cancel. 
 Each participant is responsible for his or her own safety.  Leaders may require 

additional specific equipment as deemed necessary (e.g. spray skirt.) 
 It is recommended that you participate in a self or assisted rescue practice at least 

once a year.   The club provides a professional practice session in the summer. 
 

 
Prior to launch 
 
 Plan your departure so that you arrive at the paddle destination early enough to 

launch on time. 
 Each member and guest(s) will sign the trip specific Activity Waiver and Release 

of Liability form provided by the trip leader before launching. 
 
 
On the water 
 
 Wear clothing appropriate for conditions and potential cold water immersion 

(synthetics and in layers), have spare clothing and towel in waterproof bag in the 
boat.   

 Wear Coast Guard approved personal flotation device (PFD) sized appropriately, 
fastened, fitted snugly and attach whistle for signaling. 

 Bring rescue devices such as bilge pump and paddle float attached to surface of 
boat.  Repair kit (duct tape, nylon line, etc.) may be stowed in hatch.   

 Start when leader determines everyone is ready on the water to leave as a group. 
Ideally participants will stay behind the leader and in front of the sweep 

 If you must leave before paddle ends, notify the Trip Leader.  If necessary, 
someone will return with you to the take out. 

 In the event of a paddling incident, capsize or paddler at risk, follow the directions 
of the trip leader or closest rescue person, and stay at a safe distance away to 
hear instructions and respond if requested. 

 No alcohol or recreational drugs consumption are allowed during the paddle or 
breaks prior to take out.   
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